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Title:

Reliability and Validity of a Scale to Measure Prosocial Behavior

in Yollllg Children.

APPROVED BY MEMBERS OF 1HE 1HESIS CCMvIITI'EE: ·

The present study was desi:gtJed to detennine the reliability and
validity of an observation code and rating scale developed by Smith
(llllpublished research) to measure prosocial behavior ii1 yollllg children.
Forty-two individual children (x age=53months) were given opporttmities to behave prosocially (i.e., teach, help, share, comfort) during
a

n~turalistic

play session with two adult experimenters.

Two hidden

observers (referred to as trained raters) observed and rated the child's
prosocial responses using the observation code and rating scale developed
by Smith _(tmpublished research) according to the following general fonnat:
1--nb response, 2•-conceni with no involvement, 3--conceiil which poses a

.'l/!c"

2

solution to the need, 4--prosocial responses (i.e., teaching, helping,
sharing, comforting), 5--prosocial responses with special involvement.
Videotapes were made of each child's play session and prosocial responses.
These videotapes were then rearranged so that all like behaviors were
clustered together.

For example, all helping responses were assembled

on one tape, all teaching responses on another tape, and so on.
tapes are referred to as the main tapes.

These

Fifty-five undergraduate

psychology students, acting as untrained raters, viewed and rated the
teaching and helping tapes (25 of the untrained raters) or the sharing
and comforting tapes (30 of the tnltrained raters).

The tnltrained raters

were asked to rate each child's response on a 5-point scale, from lowest

I

to highest amount of prosocial behavior.

In addition, a short tape con-

!
i

i.
l

taining the prosocial responses of 12 to 15 children was constructed for
each behavioral category (i.e., teaching, helping, sharing, comforting).
These sample tapes were shown just prior to the main tape to give the subj ests an opporttnlity to see and rate a sample of the range of responses

for that behavior;

the same short tape (referred to as the explanation

tape) was presented again

followin~ th~

main tape to provide the subjects

with a second opportunity to assign a rating and provide an explanation
for their choice of that rating for each child.
Results indicated that when given minimal guidelines untrained
raters showed a significant amotmt of agreement among themselves when
rating the prosocial responses of yotnlg children, particularly on the
sharing, teaching, and helping tapes.
still significant, was somewhat lower.

.Agreement on comforting, although
In addition, and most importantly,

the ratings of untrained raters were highly correlated for all behaviors
with the

rat~gs

of persons skilled in the use of systematic observational

3

methods.

Further, when the explanations given by the tmtrained raters

were subjected to a content analysis, they were fotmd to be highly
comparable to the guidelines contained in the observation code used
by the trained raters.

'Iherefore, it appears that the observation

code and rating scale developed.by Smith (llllpublished research) is a
reliable and valid measure of prosocial behavior in yotmg children.
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QiAPTER I
INI'RODUCTICN AND LITERATURE RMEW

Since the early 1960's developmental researchers have been interested
in children's inclinations to intervene on behalf of another.

vention has been termed prosocial behavior.

This inter-

Prosocial behavior can be

defined as a child's willingness and ability to come to the aid of another,
often at some cost to self. Al though this behavior has typically been
measured in contrived laboratory situations using a single dependent
measure, such as the m.mber of marbles or gift certificates donated to an
absent needy peer, a few investigators have attempted to measure prosocial
behavior in more naturalistic situations.
One such investigation was conducted by Yarrow, Scott and Waxler
(1973).

In a test designed to measure whether syni:>olic prosocial training

using pictures and dioramas generalized to real-life prosocial opportunities,
children were exposed to two natural-appearing situations in which they
could cane to the aid of an adult and an infant.

Specifically, each child

.

was invited to come to a house next door to the site where the symbolic

learning had taken place. There a mother and a year-old baby were visiting. While waiting for the baby to be ready, an assistant and the child
sat down to look at some picture books • While they were looking at the books ,
a basket of spools and buttons "accidentally" fell off the table.
dependent measure was whether the child helped pick up the spools.

The
After

sufficient time had elapsed for the spools to be gathered by the child, the
mother called to the child to cane over to the playpen, and together they
played with the infant. Then the mother asked the child to look after the

2

infant while she went to get juice and crackers.

As she left, she picked

up a blanket from the floor and exposed some toys which had fallen out

of the playpen, thus presenting the child with a second opporttmity to
help, this time by picking up the toys and giving them to the baby.
snack followed and the visit was pleasantly tenninated.

A

Records of the

child's responses to these staged prosocial opportunities were made by an
adult seated l.lllobtrusively at a desk in a far corner of the room.
In a further study, Yarrow and Waxler (1976) refined their measurement sys tern by adding an observation code for rating prosocial behavior
in yotmg children.

Oiildren were exposed in a naturalistic play setting

to a number of situations in which they could intervene on behalf of an
adult who experienced "distress".

For instance, in one session it became

apparent that there were not enough Oleerios for the adult experimenter.
I

She conmented about the inequality and expressed disappointment iri her

I.

small serving, thereby presenting the child with an opporttmity to share.

I

In a helping opporttmity the experimenter "accidently" spilled a box of

j

tennis balls • She made no comment but appeared occupied with other materials, thus giving the child an opporttmity to pick up the fallen balls.
An

opporttmity for comforting occurred when the experimenter "accidently"

pinched her finger in a drawer.

She grimaced and held her finger. Children's

responses to these prosocial opporttmities were recorded by observers on a
6-point scale:

1--active indifference, 2--no apparent notice, 3--recog-

nition only, 4--concem and/or partial attempts to intervene, 5--aid,

and

6--aid with special involvement.
In a study using a method adapted from Yarrow, Scott and Waxler (1973),
and Yarrow and Waxler (1976), Smith, (Reference Note 1) provided a small
number of children with opporttmities to help, share with, or comfort an
~·

..

-...~,.

-----· ··--- --------· . ----·
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adult experimenter.

In addition, teaching, which had not been examined by

Yarrow and her colleagues, was included by Smith in response to Staub' s
(1975) suggestion that this behavior, regardless of content, is a prosocial
response.

Opporttmities for the child to teach occurred when one of the

experimenters indicated she did not know how to do something (e.g., "I
don't lmow how to make colored playdough" ).

In the teaching opporttmitie

the child was always asked to demonstrate a simple skill or impart information which he or she had just learned from the other experimenter.

For

all prosocial behaviors, observers trained in systematic observation
recorded each child's response as a nmning narrative.
In later pilot research (Smith, Wlpublished research) the responses
of a large number of children to these staged, yet natural-appearing
prosocial opporttmities were examined, and the narrative fonnat was modified
to an objective 5-point rating scale using the following general categories:
1--the child displays no physical or verbal response to the adult's need for
help, comfort, sharing or teaching, 2--the child acknowledges the adult's
need but does not actually engage in behavior to correct the situation,
3--the child indicates verbally that some specific action would improve or
correct the situation but does not engage in the behavior

herself/hi~self,

4--(help) the child helps in a task which is better done by more than one
person; (share) an object belonging to the child is shared with the adult to
correct an inequality; (teach) the child teaches the naive adult a three-part
skill; (comfort) the child expresses sympathy, physically or verbally.., concerning tlie adult's injury, 5--prosocial responses with special involvment:
(help) the child helps iJrmediately and completely; (share) the child shares
all remaining articles in his/her possession; (teach) the child demonstrates

·-·. r···-----·-· ·---·-·--·--------- ---------------------4

physically and verbally all components of the teaching skill; (comfort)
the child verbalizes a sympathetic response and physically demonstrates
concern (i.e., a kiss or pat), or verbalizes extensive sympathetic responses.
The complete definitions of each observational scoring category are presented in the .Appendix.
In 1980, Blackwell, Smitjl and Stewart (Reference Note 2) observed
preschool children's prosocial behavior (i.e., sharing, teaching, helping,
and comforting) in naturalistic play situations.

As before, children were

offered standardized opportunities to behave prosocially in an experimental
context which was designed to be maximally similar to situations actually
encountered in their daily lives.

Individual children were escorted by

two female experimenters to, a familiar playroom in their school where they
engaged in playful activities (e.g. , planting seeds, playing with playdough)
into which a number of everyday situations involving the opportunity to
help, teach, share, and comfort were blended.

Extensive pretesting enabled

the experimenters to devise ways of presenting the prosocial opporttm.ities
as naturally and unobtl11Sively as possible by taking advantage of materials
and activities at hand.

Opportunities to behave prosocially were intro-

duced by means of statements, tenned "verbalizations of need," which were
designed to provide relatively unambiguious indications that the experimenter was in need; in all cases, however, the need verbalizations stopped
short of directly asking the child to intervene.

For example, helping

opporttmities were provided when one of the experimenters appeared to have
accidently dropped objects (e.g., "Oh!

I spilled the sticks"), when

·objects ostensibly became lost (e.g., ''My special box is lost"), or
when materials needed to be moved or cleaned up.

Sharing opporttmities

__ -- .
,,

_,,_,
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occurred when the experimenter indicated her desire for an object in the
child's possession that had previously been labeled as belonging to the

child (e.g., "I'd like to plant seed.5, but I don't have a cup"). Teaching
opporttmities occurred when one of the experimenters acknowledged that she
did not know how to

do

a simple three-part task (e.g. , "I don't know how

to make a flower stick") which the child had just been taught by the other
experimenter (e.g., to make a flower stick, one nrust lick the back of the
flower sticker, press it finnly at one end of a "popsicle" stick, and color
the stick green with a green felt marker).

Finally, an opporttmity to

comfort was provided when one of the experimenters appeared to injure
herself accidently (e.g., "Oh; I bumped my knee,

It really hurts")

and demonstrated mild distress and a?propriate nonverbal cues.
In this study four observers located behind a cabinet with a one-way
mirror recorded and rated the level of the child's responses using the observation code and 5-point scale developed by Smith.

Inter-observer reliability

for each of the prosocial behaviors was calculat.ed using percent agreement.
Exact agreement of the observers was 86% for helping, 86% for sharing,
82% for teaching, and 76% for comforting. By including those disagreements
within one point on the 5-point scale, inter-rater reliability reached
98% for helping, 98% for sharing, 98% for teaching, and 98% for comforting.
It is clear from these reliability figures that the 5-point scale and
observation code developed by Smith was used in approximately the same way
by the four observers in the Blackwell et al. (Reference Note 2) study.
However, these four observers had had extensive experience with the responses
of young children in these situations and abundant training in systematic
observational methods. Would people with less training and experience

6

view the children's behavior in these standardized situations as prosocial? When given minimal guidelines, would people in general show agreement among themselves when rating yollllg children's responses in these

situations? Would the ratings of people in general agree with the ratings
of observers trained in systematic observational methods and the use of
this observation code and rating scale? .And finally, would people in
general express the same reason$ for assigning a rating at any given scale
point as were contained in the observation code used by the trained raters?
1hese questions address themselves to the issues of validity and reliability.
Validity refers to the ability of an instrument to measure what it
was designed to measure. However, Ntm.nally (1967) states that the purpose
of validity is not to assess the instrument (in this case the observation
code) but the use to which the instnnnent is put (i.e., measurement of the
level of children's responses to prosocial opporttmities).

Reliability

refers to the consistency of measurement throughout a series of similar
instruments (Cronbach, 1960). That is, in order to assess the reliability
of an instrument results must be obtained from a series of similar instn.nnents.
These measurements must then correlate (agree) to a statistically significant degree.
The issues of reliability and validity have important implications for
further use of the observation code and rating scale developed by Smith and
her collegues. While much research has

~xamined

the prosocial responses and

behavior of yollllg children, only rarely have researchers rated the children's
responses on a contimn.nn ·from least to most prosocial.

Instead, a majority

of researchers use a single dependent measure in which the rating of the
children's behavior is entirely constrained (e.g., the child donated to a
needy peer or not, or the child picked up the dropped objects or not).

7

It therefore seems important to create a standardized observation
code and rating scale which is not only accurate but is designed to
measure a range of prosocial behavior in y01..mg children.

The observation

code developed by Smith (unpublished research) utilizes a 5-point rating
scale which allows an observer to rate the level or amotmt of prosocial
behavior a child shows. Once such an observation code is developed it is
imperative that it's reliability and validity be tested.

In addition,

it is necessary to detennine the ease and accuracy with which this observation code could be used.

Once these factors have been detennined, the

results of studies of children's prosocial behavior by different
researchers could be compared in a more comprehensive manner.
The present study was designed to detennine the reliability and
validity of the observation code and rating scale developed by Smith to
measure prosocial behavior in yol.lllg children, and to meet the need of a
standardized observation code to be used by other researchers studying
prosocial behavior in yotm.g children.

A brief description of this

study is outlined below.
Forty-two individual children (x age=s3Dlonths) were given opporttm.i ties to behave prosocially u5ing the Blackwell et al. (Reference
Note 2) method.

Two hidden observers (hereinafter referred to as the

trained raters) independently rated the child's prosocial responses using
the observation code and 5-point rating scale described earlier. Videotapes were made of each Child's prosocial behavior.

The videotapes were

then rearranged so that all like behaviors were clustered together. For
example, the helping opportunities for all children were asseni>led on one
tape, all teaching opporttm.i ties on another t.ape, and so one.

The video-

tapes were then shown to 55 undergraduate students (hereinafter referred

-.. r-. ·-----·····--·-·--------·-··-··

·------···-----
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to as the tmtrained raters) who were asked to rate each child's

respo~e

for ammmt of prosocial behavior on a scale from 1 to 5, 1 being the lowest
level of response and 5 being the highest level of response.

Interrater

reliability was computed for the untrained raters, and their ratings were
then compared to those obtained from the trained raters.

In addition, dif-

ferences in scoring between the trained and tmtrained raters were examined
qualitatively.

_,. . r·--·--·-·-----·-··· -------·---

CHAPTER II
ME'IHOD

Overview
Fifty-five tmdergraduate psychology students at Portland State
University, acting as tmtrained raters, viewed and rated for amotmt of
prosocial behavior the videotaped responses of individual children to
opportunities to teach and help (25 of the untrained raters) or share
and comfort (30 of the untrained raters).

Students (untrained raters)

were asked to rate each child's response on a 5-point scale, from lowest
to highest amount of prosocial behavior. The ratings of the untrained
raters were then compared to the ratings of the same prosocial responses
by raters trained in systematic obseration.
Subjects
Subjects were SS students at Portland State University recIUited
from undergraduate psychology courses.

Participants were given extra

credit in the class in which they were enrolled, as per Psychology
Department policy.
Apparatus
A series of videotaped incidents was compiled showing the responses
of 42 children to opporttmities to share, teach, help, and comfort, as
defined in Olapter I.
the

~ild's

Each of the 42 original videotapes was a record of

responses to an experimental session in which several prosocial

opportunities were embedded as naturally as possible in an ongoing play

i---·- . ·-- -',._,,, ____,__________ - --·----"- --i
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activity, planting seeds.

Pennission to use these videotapes for research

purposes had been previously granted by the children's parents.

The

videotaped experimental session presented the child with three opportunities each for sharing, teaching, and helping, and one opporttmity for
comforting.

Of the 420 total (i.e., 42 children were given three opportun-

ities to help, teach, share, and one to comfort, a total of ten opportunities per child) videotaped prosocial responses, 149 were selected for
use in this study.

A 1,2,3, random method was employed to select the video

segments to be used.

For example, for child 001 the first helping oppor-

tunity, the first sharing opportunity, and the first teaching opporttmity
was used;

for child 002 helping 2, sharing 2, and teaching 2 was used;

for child 003 helping 3, sharing 3, and teaching 3 was used, and so on.
Since there was only one opportunity in the session for the child to comfort,
children's comforting responses were selected randomly using the random
numbers table.
new tapes.

All like behaviors were then clustered together to construct

For example, helping responses of all 42 children appear on one

tape, the 42 teaching responses on a second tape, and the 42 sharing responses
on a third tape.

A final tape consisting of 20 rather than 42 comforting

responses was also constructed.

Because so many of the 42 children exhibited

no comforting responses, 22 of these children were eliminated from the
comforting tape in order to prevent boredom among the untrained raters.
Together these four tapes are hereinafter referred to as the main tapes.
Once constructed, each main tape was checked to insure that it contained
the same proportion of prosocial responses per scale point a:s was contained
in the original sample of 420 prosocial respones.

In other words, if, of the

original 129 helping responses one-fifth were scored by the trained raters as
a scale point 2 response, then the newly constructed main helping tape was
inspected to insure that one-fifth of the responses had also been rated at

--- 1· "'-·-·--- -- -·----

____ .,__ ----· ····-- - - -

~----·-

- - - - - ________. __,--·-·--·
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scale point 2.

In each of the main tapes for helping, teaching, sharing and

canforting the proportions of ratings remained the same as in the original
sample. However, due to a low proportion of scale point 3 responses in the

original sharing sample, an additional scale point 3 response was randomly
selected for the main sharing tape in order to obtain more infonnation about
how lllltrained raters would rate children's sharing responses at that scale
point.
In addition, a short tape containing the prosocial responses of 12
to 15 children was constucted for each behavioral category (i.e., teaching,
helping, sharing, comforting).

For each behavioral category, the corres-

ponding short tape (referred to as the sample tape) was shown just prior to
the main tape to give the subjects an opporttmity to see.and rate a sample
of the range for that behavior; the same short tape (referred to as the
explanation tape) was presented again after the main tape to provide the
subjects with a second opporttmity to assign a rating and provide an explanation for their choice of that rating for each child.

It will be remembered

that these behavior sequences had been previously rated in vivo by trained
raters.

Using the ratings for each child's response obtained from the trained

·raters, the sample tape for each behavior included at least two examples
of each scale

p~int

on the 5-point rating scale.

For example, the sample

helping tape contained two helping responses rated by the trained raters as
a scale point 1 response, two helping responses rated as .a 2, and so on for
each scale point.
Rating Fonns
For each tape, subjects were given scoring sheets appropriately numbered,

with instn.ictions to circle the chosen rating from 1 to 5 for each child's nrosocial response.

Additionally, for the explanation tapes, subjects were asked

to circle a rating for each child and describe in the space provided what it

12

was about that child's behavior that made them choose that rating.
Procedure
To assure that the time requirement for each subject was not prohibitive, 25 subjects viewed the teaching and helping tapes, while the
remaining 30 subjects viewed the sharing and comforting tapes . The tapes
were shCMil to subjects in groups of five to seven students.

For each

group of subjects on each behavior, the sample tape was shown first, followed
by the main tape, and finally the explanation tape.
Subjects were seated at a table facing the videotape monitor.
were placed between each subject to insure independent ratings.

Dividers

The exper-

imenter told subjects that they were to view videotapes of the responses
of 42 children to opporttmities to help and teach or share and comfort.
Subjects were instructed that they were to rate each child's response (on
the scoring sheets provided preceeding each tape) for amount of prosocial
behavior shown on a 5-point scale, with 1 being the lowest level of response
and 5 being the highest level of response.

The experimenter infonned the

subjects that a 12-second delay between each child's response had been provided ·for rating purposes.
The experimenter then cautioned the subjects as ·to the importance of
protecting the anonymity of the children viewed in the tapes.

The

investigate~

stressed that in the event a subject, while functioning as a rater, recognized
a child in the tapes , it would be extremely important to protect that child's
privacy by not repeating anything seen or heard in the videotapes.
The experimenter asked the subjects to use their

CMn

judgments in

rating, not to be concerned with how their fellow subjects were rating, and
finally that their ratings were individual
answers.

~udgments

with no right or wrong

Subjects were told that to assist in their ratings the adult exper-

- . '' !--·.' -·- .--- ·---- - -· - '----·-----·--·-·- -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - · - - - - - - - - - - - - · ___________,-- - '' .,_, j
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imenter, shown in the tapes, would repeat any verbalizations made by the
child which were l.lllclear or spoken too softly to be easily heard.
The investigator gave the subjects a short explanation of the events
preceding the videotaped responses they were to rate.

For example, subjects

were told that prior to the videotaped responses for sharing the adult experimenter (shown with the child in the tape) had indicated a desire for an
object or material in the child's possession and previously labeled as
belonging to the child (e.g., "I'd like to plant seeds, but I don't have
a cup"; "I'd like to make a flower stick, but I don't have a flower"; "I
really like animal crackers, but I don't have any").

In the requests for

teaching, the adult experimenter had aclmowledged that she did not know how
to do something (e.g., "I don't know how to make a flower stick").

Subjects

were told that each teaching opporttmity pertained to a simple three-part
skill or task the child had learned from the other adult experimenter, and
the three components for each teaching opporttmity were then described.
The complete .video segments for helping and comforting.were shown
the raters, so that no previous explanation was necessary.

For instance,

the videotaped segment for helping began when the adult experimenter said,
"Oh, the bags on the table need to be moved to the suitcase".

It was evident

in the tapes that the adult experimenter had her anns full of supplies and

was l.lllable to pick up the bags herself.

Comforting opporttmi ties began

when the adult experimenter bumped her lmee when sitting down and said, "Oh,
I bumped my lmee, it really hurts".

The videotaped segments, seen by the

raters, began prior to the adult bumping her lmee.
To assist the subjects in rating each child's prosocial response,
some general guidelines for the rating procedure were outlined.

For in-

stance, the subjects were instructed to observe movement of the child,
physical contact with the adult, eye contact with the adult, expressions on
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the child's face and any verbalizations by the child.

Subjects were

instructed to use everything they had observed to obtain an overall or
global impression of the child's level of teaching, helping, sharing or

comforting, and to rate accordingly on the 5-point rating scale.
To illustrate a typical experimental session, one group of five to
seven subjects viewed and rated the sample, main, and explanation tapes
for sharing.

After a short break the same group of subjects viewed and

rated the sample, main, and explanation tapes for comforting.
followed the same procedure for the helping and teaching tapes.

Other groups
The presen-

tation of the tapes was alternated so that half of the groups viewed
either the comforting or the helping sequences first, while the rena.ining
groups viewed either the sharing or the teaching tape sequences first.

At

the end of each session each group of subjects was again cautioned to main..
tain the confidentiality of the children in the tapes, and thanked for
their time and participation in the study.

-~·
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QiAPTER III
RESULTS
Interrater Reliability of Untrained Raters
Interrater reliabilities for each lll'ltrained rater were obtained by
correlating his or her ratings of responses on each tape (sample, main,
explanation) for a given behavior (helping, teaching, sharing, comforting)
with the ratings of every other lll'ltrained rater viewing that behavior tape.
For example, for each of the teaching tapes (sample, main, explanation),
the ratings of each Wltrained rater were correlated with the ratings of each
of the remaining 24 raters, resulting in 24 correlations for each rater
for each tape.

To indicate how well each rater agreed with the other 24

raters on each of the three teaching tapes, the median of each set of 24
correlations was detennined.

In Table I then, the three entries for each

lll'ltrained rater are his or her three median rater reliabilities for the
teaching sample, main, and explanation tapes.

This procedure was repeated

to obtain the three median rater reliabilities for each of the 25 Wltrained
raters on the helping sample, main, and explanation tapes (See Table II).
1be results in Tables III and IV represent the median rater reliabilities
of the 30 lll'ltrained raters who viewed the sharing sample, main, and explanation tapes and the comforting sample, main, and explanation tapes.
When the ratings of each tmtrained rater were correlated with the
ratings of each of the other tmtrained raters, agreement was highest for
teaching, helping, and sharing across all tapes (i.e., sample, main, explanation) • .Agreement among raters was somewhat lower on comforting, particularily on the main tape.

TABLE I
MEDI.AN CORRELATICNS OF lliE UNfRAINED RATERS
TEAQUNG

OO'RAINED
RATER
l

TEAOIJSG

SIMU. TAPE 8

'tEAOfING

TEAOII.'\G

EXPL.A.'W'i~

.USO

*IN tAPEb
.7S88

.ICIOS

.1143

.9048

.1177

.7682

.8632

.7119

.77S7

.8330

.7629

.7382

• 7731

.717S

.8083

.8649

.7762

• 7513

.8032

.1240

.1483

.1402

.7227

.1274

.8728

10

.1226

.8395

•7474

11

.1230

.12so

.8802

12

.1617

.l60S

.1869

13

.1629

.1375

.912l

14

.1406

.1492

.IS70

lS

.1300

.1777

.8188

16

.1240

.1552

.1676

17

• 7574

.1164

.1900

18

.I076

.1141

.14S9

19

.7066

.7329

.1662

20

.7468

.7016

.1314

21

.1314

.1198

.9187

22

.6173

.7528

.7498

23

.1417

.1437

.8744

24

.7926

.1337

.809:?

ZS

• 7578

.7156

.1765

3

6

~

For each of the upes

(~le,

T.:.PEC:

.8744

•in mnd expl•atiCll) the ratini:s of each

l.lltrained rater were conelat.ed with the ratiJlas of each of the remaini~ 24
raters, resultina in 24 conelatims fo~ each rater .for each tape. To indicate
haw well each rater qreed with the other 24 raters, en each of the thfff tape~
the median correlation vu deterainld. Entries in the above Table an these
lllldian nter relilbilities.

8i:or the teachinc S111Ple tape, 14 blhavioral respan1es were rated. ~· r • .5324
is si.,Ufiant at p (.1025; r • .66JC is sipifit111t at pc.ODS; r • 7800 if sif'lificant
at t<.0005.
for the teadUJla min tape, 4:? behavioral respcmes were rated. kry r • • 3044
is si.,Ufiant at p< .0259 r • .3932 is si.,Ufic:ant at p<.005; r • .4196 is sill!li!ic:ant
at p<.0005.
~ the teachin& explmaticm tape, 14 belm'ioral J"eSJlCftSes were rat.U. kt)· r •
.5324 is liplificmt at p<.025; r • .6614 is sipU.fiant at p<.OOS; r • .7100 is
11.,Ufic:ant at p<.0005.

TABLE II
MEDIAN CORRELATIONS OF 1HE UNTRAINED RATERS

HELPING

IJlTllAD\ED

HELPING

RATER

S»lPLE TAPE

HELPING
M.6J:; TAl"E

HEL.PISG
EXPl.A'V.Tm· TA."E

• 7670

.8763

.8877

.8566

.8592

. 7482

.8947

.8875

.9097

.8740

.8697

.8129

.7880

.7679

.8568

.9041

.8603

.8646

.9169

.8631

.8408

.8947

.8276

• 762~

9

.8953

.8982

.7950

10

.8081

.8154

.897i

11

.9008

.1617

.896!1

12

.8776

.1800

.91~2

13

.7989

.8408

.8919
.8954

6

14

.7549

.9026

15

.7990

.8689

.8999

16

.8686

.8490

.8648

17

.9100

.8858

.9155

18

.1219

.8380

.8129

19

.8509

.8490

.1841

20

.6604

.8199

.8070

21

.8214

.8528

.8877

22

.8665

.7941

.8123

23

.8512

.8590

.88"''."

24

.8522

.7806

.4129

25

.8803

.8697

.874]

~

FOT each of the tapes (s1q>le, Min and explanatilll'I) the ratings of eac:h
mitrained rater were c.ornlated with the ratings of each of the reuining ~4
raters, resultin& in 24 correlaticns for each rater for each tape. To inJic:ate
hew wll each nter qreed with the other 24 raters, an each of the three tapes
the -.dian COtTelatilll'I was det.enained. Entries in the abow Table are these
median rater reliabilities.

8For the helpin& S911>le tape, 15 beh.svioral responses wre rated. Ari}· r • .5139
is sipifiemtt at p_-.025; r • .6411 is si111ificant at p(.005; r • 7603 i~ sis:nif'ica.,t
at p '0:>05.
bFor the helpin& min t:mpe, 42 behmonal responses were rated.
r • .3044 is
sipifiemtt at p <'.025; r • .3932 is siJ:Nfic:ant at p(.005; r • .4896 b slpnifiant
at p (".0005.
~r the helpina explenatian tape. 15 behavioral respanses were rated. Azr,· r •

mr

.5139 is •illlific:mt at p<.025; r • .6411 b si111ificant at p('.005; r •• 7603 is
si111ific:m1t at p<.0005.

TABLE III

MEDI.AN CORRELATIONS OF UNTRAINED RATERS
SHARING

~1TW:;f!>

JtATER
l

3

l
I

SWUNG
SNf>Lt TAPE
.9150

9iARING

MAll\ TAPE
.95?3

SHAAlXC:
EXPlA'\..\Tl OX TAPE
.9356

.8"8

.949?

.11681

.9348

.8022

.9340

.9093

.9684

.9104

.1878

.?C23

.8231

6

.9026

.964?

.1546

7

.8929

.9452

.1696

8

.1665

.9417

.8s1s

9

.9199

.9613

.936(>

ro

.8281

.9409

.920S

11

.8999

.9540

.9435

u

.9192

.9666

.925!.l

ll

.73?8

.9340

.8877

~

.1383

.9430

.88SO

15

.90'.'S

.9288

.88SO
.5961

~

.9146

.9507

u

.9267

.9655

.9:?76

18

.4611

.92?3

.9286

~

.9265

.9497

.9340

~

.9006

.9310

.9105

"n

.9281

.9461

.9313

.9281

.9461

.9313

n

.9213

.9591

.9368

~

n
u

.9150

.9451

.?9~9

.1974

.951S

.9519

.9308

.9399

.9276

v
u

.92?8

.9573

.92~1

.1974

.9482

.9li7

29

.1229

.9545

.9154

30

.51249

.9681

.946:!

~

For NCh of the Upes (s9'>1e, Min m:I explmnation) the ntings of each
untninld nter were correlated with th• ratinp of uch of the reaaining 29
nters, TeSultin& in 29 cctTelations for each rater for each tape. To indicatf'
how wll uch nter qreed with the other 29 nters , m each of tM thTtt tlpe's
the mdimi correlation was deterilined. Entries in the abow Table an these
mdian rater reliabilities.
~ the sharin& smple tape, 13 behavioral responsn wtt rated. Any r • • SS29
is sipificmt It p <.025; T •• 6835 is sianific:ant It p<.005; T •• IOlO i~ si&nificant
at p c.0005.
°For the lharln& Min tape,42 behavioral responsn wett rated. kry r • .3044 is
sipific:.mit at p <.025; r • .:W32 is sipificant at p<.005; r • .4896 is si&nilicant
at p <.OOOS.

~the shariJI& explmatim tepe, 13 bttlavioral responses ""'"' rated. /lny r •
.5529 is sipific:a'lt at p ..• 025; r • .6135 is si&nificant at p<.OOS; r • .8010 is
sipificmt at p,.0005.

•

TABLE IV
MEDI.AN CORRELATIONS OF UNfRAINED RATERS
CCMFORTING

it.TRAINED
RATER
l

CXMFORl'ING
SN-l>LE TAPE
.1267

CDIFORTISG
MAIN TAPE
.7358

CDIFORTI:\G
EXPl.A'\ATicr; TAPE
.8226

.1186

.7918

.8855

3

.1500

• 7797

• 7863

4

.1527

• 7797

.8457

.7545

.7610

.7691

.8476

• 7836

.8218

6

.7'47

.7026

.6101

.7329

.6059

.8033

9

.7913

.5372

• 7435

w

.8412

.6881

.6750

ll

.1861

.6772

.7719

u

.1500

.7803

.8478

.1405

.7714

.8750

~

.8822

.6136

.8183

u

.5259

.5685

.8256

u

.1570

.7064

.8707

v

.8871

• 7407

.8532

18

.1215

.6856

.8397
.7689

"

~

.6530

.6042

~

.1611

.7500

• 7811

2l

.5725

.7'21

.8747

n
n

.1926

.7803

• 7103

.1926

.7803

.8613
.8lb3

~

.7286

.6742

25

.856?

.7056

.834:4

u
v

.1324

.7163

.8441
.830!1

.8181

• 7472

u

.1752

.7480

.8277

~

.8352

• 7131

• 7998

~

.1119

.~71

.7313

~ For each of the U:pes (1111ple, •in and expl1natim) the ratingi; of uch
mtrained rater were correlated vi th the rati.np of each of the 1"9111i.ning 2!1
raten, resultin& in 29 correlaticm for each rater for each tape. To indiatl!'
bow well each rater qrMd vi th the other 29 nters, an each of the thrtt tapei:
the llldUn c:onelation vu detetllined. Entries in the ~ Table are these
...U.an nter nliabilities.

~the CCllfonin& smple tape,12 behavioral respcnses were rate-d. ~- r • .576Cl
b sipificant at p<.025; r • . 7079 is sipl1fic:mt at p<. 005; r • . 8233 is siPlificant
at P\'.OOOS.
bfor the CCllfortin& min tape. 20 behavioral respan.ses wre nted. Rr,· r • .'438
is sipific:ant at p<.025; r • .5614 is siplificant at p<.005; r • .1233 is siplifiClat
at p<.0005.

~

the CCllfortinc explmatian tapes, 12 behSl'ionl responses were nted.

Arry

r • .5760 is sipific:mit at P<.025; r • . 7079 is sisnifitc1t 1t p(.005; r • • 7800 is
lipifiClllt It p<.OOOS.
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For Tables I through IV, any correlation> .80 is statistically
significant at p <.0005; further, from a measurement perspective, a rater
reliability of •80 can be considered an acceptable level for research

purposes. Im examination of Tables I through III revealed that agreement
was highest for sharing, with 25 of the 30 raters having all three of
their median reliabilities above r

= .80.

For teaching, the rater relia-

bilities for 15 of the 25 raters across all three tapes were above r
For helping, 12 of the 25 raters had rater reliabilities above r
across all tapes.

= .80.

= .80

Table IV illustrates that the untrained raters tended

to agree less on children's comforting responses, with only 17 of the
30 raters agreeing at r

= .70 across the sample, main, and explanation tapes.

Agreement was somewhat better on the sample and explanation tapes for
comforting, where 15 of the 30 raters had rater reliabilities above r = .80.
Interrater Jeliability of Trained Rlters
The rater reliability obtained by correlating· the ratings of the two
trained raters for teaching, helping, sharing, and comforting for the sample,
main, and explanation tapes are presented in Table V.

The correlations of

the trained raters' ratings for the main tapes indicated significant agreement
(p <.0005) between trained raters for all behaviors (i.e., teaching, helping,
sharing, and comforting).

Trained raters had the highest agreement for

sharing (r = .98) and the lowest agreement for comforting (r

= .94).

Agreements for the trained raters for the sample tapes and thus the explanation tapes as well were also high, with r
and sharing, and r

= 1.00

= .96

for helping, teaching

for comforting.

Comparison: Trained and Untrained Raters
Correlations between the ratings of the average trained rater and the
average tmtrained rater for teaching, helping, sharing and comforting across

TABLE V
RATER RELIABILITIES OF 1WO TRAINED RATERS FOR
TEAOUNG, HELPING, SHARING, AND CQ\1FORfING

PROSOCIAL BFHAVIORS
TEAQUNG
SAMPLE TAPE
MAIN TAPE
EXPLANATION TAPE

Note.

CCMFORTING

HELPING

SHARING

.96
df=13

.98
df=ll

1.00
df=lO

df=40

.95
df=40

.98
df=40

.94
df=l8

.98
df=l2

.96
df=13

.98
df=ll

1.00
df=lO

.98
df=12a
.96

All correlations in this table are significant at p<. 0005.

a
Degrees of freedom
correlation.

(N - 2 =df) appear tmder each appropriate
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the sample, main, ·and explanation tapes are presented in Table VI (all
correlations in this table are significant at p<.0005). On the main tapes,
agreement between average trained and average untrained raters was highest

= .94), followed by helping (r = .93), teaching (r = .90),
and comforting (r = .87). An examination of Table VI demonstrates that for
for sharing (r

teaching and comforting, agreement between trained and untrained raters
improved over each succeeding tape (i.e., correlations were higher on the
main than on the sample tape, and higher on the explanation than on the
main tape).

Correlations between trained and untrained raters remained the

lowest for comforting, ranging from r = .82 to r

= .93.

Table VII presents the means, standard deviations and t-tests of the
mean ratings of trained and untrained raters across all children on the main
tapes for helping, teaching, sharing, and comforting.

For example, to compute

the mean data, the ratings for each child on each main tape were averaged
across all untrained raters.

The same procedure was followed for the ratings

of the trained raters for each behavior.

These scores were averaged across

all children to detennine the overall average of the l.llltrained and trained
raters for each main tape.

Comparison of these averages indicated no sig-

nificant differences between the trained and tllltrained raters for teaching,
sharing, or comforting.

For comforting however, Table VII revealed the

means of the trained and tllltrained raters to be significantly lower than the
means for helping, teaching, or sharing, demonstrating a restriction in
the range of responses for comforting. A significant difference was found
between the average trained and average untrained raters on the main helping tape (t (41)

= 4.55,

p .001). The tllltrained raters tended to rate

children's helping responses higher than did the trained raters.

The ratings

of the tllltrained raters were higher particularly when rating between 2.0 and
4. 0 on the 5-point ratings scale, as illustrated in Figures

.!. through

.~:

TABLE VI
PEARSON CORRELATION BETWEEN AVERAGE TRAINED .AND
AVERAGE UNTRAINED RATERS' RATINGS FOR TEAOIING,
HELPING, SHARING, .AND CCJ.1FOIITING

TEAGIING

HELPING

SHARING

CCMFOIITING

SAMPLE TAPE

.89
df=12a

.96
df=13

•89
df=ll

.82
df=lO

MAIN TAPE

.90
df=40

.93
df=40

.94
df=40

.87
df=18

EXPLANATION TAPE

.99
df=12

.94
df=13

.87
df=ll

.93
df=lO

Note.

All correlations in this table are significant at p(. 0005.

~grees of freedom

correlation.

(N - 2

= df)

appear tmder each appropriate

TABLE VII

MEANS, MEDI.ANS, STANDARD DEVIATIONS., AND T-TESTS
FOR TRAINED AND UNTRAINED PJl1'ERS ON

'IHE MAIN TAPE FOR ALL BEHAVIORS

BELPING-

Trained

Untrained

~an

2.68

3.05

fv~dian

2.68

Standard
1.35
Deviation
t (41)

TEAQUNG

Trained

Untrained

Mean

2.89

2.90

2.90

Median

3.50

3.20

1.41

Standard
Deviation

1.44

1. 23

= 4.55

t (41)

= .1025

(p<.001)

COMFO!{!'ING

SHARING

Trained

Untrained

Mean

2.31

2.43

Mean

1.86

1.92

Median

2.00

1.40

Median

1.00

1.30

Standard
2.34
Deviation

1. 70

Standard
Deviation

1.15

.. 74.

t (41)

= .6365

Trained Untrained

t (41)

= 1.07
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Figure 1. Distribution of average ratings of trained and lllltrained
raters for the teaching main tape.
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Figure 2. Distribution of average ratings of trained and untrained
raters for the helping main tape.
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Figure 3. Distribution of average ratings of trained and tmtrained
raters for the sharing main tape.
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raters for the comforting main tape.
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lanations, and Comoarison with
Tables VIII through XI compare the explanations for ratings given
by the tmtrained raters with the observation code used by the trained
raters for teaching, helping, sharing, and comforting, respectively.

An

examination of these tables revealed that the major differences between
the explanations given by the tmtrained raters and the observation code
used by the trained raters occurred when tmtrained raters assigned attributions to the child (i.e., inferences about the child's motivation, intent,
or dispositional characteristics).

For example, scale point 1 in the

observation code used by the trained raters is a "no response" category.
However, over all behaviors, an average of 13% of the tmtrained raters, rather
than simply stating at scale point 1 that the child failed to respond went one
step further and described the child's lack of response as tmcooperative
or self-centered.

In contrast, other raters interpreted the children's

responses by saying that the child wanted to respond but was too ymmg or
too shy (6% of the tmtrained raters for teach, and 4% of the tmtrained raters
for help gave this explanation).
The categories for responses at scale point 2 of the observation code
and the explanations given by the tmtrained raters when assigning a rating
at scale point 2 were comparable.
Some overlap in the explanations of tmtrained raters occurred at
scale point 3.0 and 4.0.

For teaching, helping, and sharing, tmtrained

raters using scale points 3 and 4 indicated that the child hesitated
before responding to the prosocial opportmity. However, this explanation
for the child's response occurred three times as frequently when tmtrained
raters used scale point 4 than when they rated at scale point 3.

Other

explanations of tmtrained raters for the use of scale point 3 pointed to

TABLE VIII

CCM'ARI SOO OF UNTRAINED RATERS' EXPLANATICNS WIIB
OBSERVATICN CODE USED BY TRAINED RATERS:
TEAQUNG

scale
Untrained Raters' Explanations Point
Cllild gives no response (64\)a
Cllild is uncooperative and
ignores adult (14\)
Olild refuses to teach (9\)
1
Olild is self-centered (6\)
Olild wants to teach but is
too yO\D'lg or shy (6\)

(i)servat1on COde usea
By Trained Raters
Olild displays no physical or
verbal response to the verbalization of need

Child's teaching is incanplete
(53\)
Olild makes suggestion but does
not teach (16\)
Child shows interest but does
not teach (16\)
Olild physically teaches but
gives no explanation (16\)

Child teaches only one canponent
of the teaching skill through
demonstration or verbal explanat ion

Olild's teaching is partial or
incanplete ( 47\)
Cllild teaches either verbally
or physically (27\)
Olild hesitates before teaching

2

3

Child teaches only two caiqx>nents
of the teaching skill through
physical demonstration or verbal
explanation

4

Olild teaches all three canponents
of the teaching skill through
physical demonstratioo or verbal
explanation

(14\)

Olild teaches but u halfhearted or feels obligated
(12\)
Olild verbalizes and physically
teaches (46\)
Olild teaches without
enthusiasm (35\)
Cllild has good intentions but
teaching steps are out of
order (20\)
Olild teaches verbally and
physically with eagerness

Olild demonstrates physically
and verbally all components of
the teaching skill

(37\)

Olild teaches ilmnediately (33\)
Olild's instructions are very
specific (25\)
Cllild teaches and does task
for adult (6\)
~e..:..

5

Olild teaches all three COIJ1'0nents
and makes the article for the
adult

N • (2S untrained raters rating 14 children's responses)
8ti..mbers in parenthesis indicate the percent of untrained raters using
that explanation within each scale point.

TABLE IX

a:MPARISON OF UNTRAINED RATERS'EXPLANATIONS WIIB
OBSERVATION CODE USED BY TRAINED RATERS:
HELPING

Untrained Raters' Explanation S~le
Point

OU.ld gives no response (84\)a
Child is uncooperative or
ignores adult (8\)
Child wants to but is too
young or shy (4\)
Child shows interest with no
behavior ( 4\)

1

Olild shows inadequate
behavior (distracted)
(38\)

Child shc:MS
behavior
OU.ld makes
does not

interest· .
(37\)
suggestions but
help (25\)

2

Olild's helping is incanplete
(49\)

Olild hesitates before helping
(24\)
Olild's helping is half- ·
hearted or the child
:feels obligated
Child makes suggestions but
does not help (10\)
Child helps but does not
give explanation (4\)
Olild helps the adult but
hesitates (45\)
Child helps the adult (26\)
Child begins helping but
does not canpelete (18\)
Olild helps without enthus·
iasm (11\)
OU.ld helps ilmnediately (73\)
Olild helps enthusiastically

Ciiservat1on coae Used
!!Y, Trained Raters
Olild displays no physical or
verbal response to the vernali·
zation of need

3

Olild looks for the lost objects
for less than 5 seconds or
Child tells the adult someone else
will help or
Olild verbalizes a solution which
is unfeasible
Child looks for lost objects for
more than S seconds but does not
get out of seat or
Child picks up a few of the
spilled objects but does not
c:anplete task or
Child gives a plausible explanation of why the mishap occurred

Child assists the adult in a task
which is better done by mre than
one person
4

s

Child helps inlnediately and does
everything him/herself

(29\)

Note. N • ( 2St.mtrained raters rating 15 children's responses)

-~ers in parenthesis indicate the percent of untrained raters using
that e:xplanatim within each scale point.

TABLE X

mtPARISON OF UNTRAINED RATER5' EXPLANATIONS WITH
OBSERVATION CODE USED BY TRAINED RATERS:
SHARING

Untrained Raters'Explanation S~1e
Point

Child
Child
Child
Child

gives no response (80\)a
is self-centered (9\)
is lD'lCOoperative (5\)
refuses to share (5\)

Child makes suggestions but
does not share (46%)
Child shows interest but
does not share (43\)
Child makes no attempt to
share (5\)
Child allows adult to use
articles but does not
share them (5\)
Child allows adult to use
articles but does not
share them (29\)
Child felt obligated to
share (24\)
Child's sharing is partial

1

Cl5servation COCle Used
,!!l Trained Raters
Child displays no physical or
verbal response to the verbalization of need
Child verbalizes a solution which
is tmfeasible

2

Child shares leftovers or a small
portion of Ohn materials or
Child shares but verbalizes reluctance (i.e., ''N™ I won't have
very JlllCh". )
3

(19\)
Child is concerned but
does not share (17\)

Child makes suggestions but
does not share (12%)

'

Child shares but hesitates

Child relinquishes an object which

has been labeled as belonging to

(42\)

Child shares part or half
(33\)
Child shares without enthusiasm (25\)
Child shares inmediately (75\)
Child shares with enthusiasm (25\)

4

the child

Child shares all remaining articles
5

Note. N • (30 lD'ltrained raters rating 13 children's responses)
-8Ntmers in parenthesis indicate the percent of lD'ltrained raters using
that explanation within each scale point.

TABLE IX
CCMPARISON OF UNTRAINED RATERS' EXPLANATIONS WI1H

OBSERVATION CODE USED BY TRAINED, RATERS:
CCNFORf ING

Untrained Raters' Explanation Sc~le
Polllt
Orild gives no canfort (91\)a
Child is self- oriented (9\)
l

CEservat1on COde Used
Trained Raters
Child gives no SYJ11>athetic response
or makes a CClllDeJlt which borders
on criticism (i.e., "It doesn't

~

hurt me".)

Child looks ce11cemed but does
not canfort (80%)
Child gives suggestions (20\)
Child looks ce11cerned (31')
Child gives SCIJle verbal
concern (28\)
Child talks of similar
incident (21\)
Child gives advice (14\)
Child gives physical sympathy

2

Child remeni>ers a similar incident
that happened to self others
Child asks questions shCA>1ing
concern for the adult

3

(6\)

Child gives physical canfort
(34\)

Child verbalizes canfort (30%)
Child talks of similar
incident (19\)
Ollld give specific first
aid suggestions (13\)
Child gives extensive
verbal canfort (St)
Child gives an intense shCA>i
of canfort (80\)
Child does 3 or more of the
follCA>1ing; Jitysical cCJD.fort,
verbal canfort, advice,
talking of similar incident,
extensive eye· contact (20\)

4

5

Child offers canfort or condolence,
or expresses concern about another's
condition. Child demonstrates
physical sympathy

Child verbalizes a sympathetic
response and physically demonstrates
concern (e.g., kisses the hurt) or
Child verbalizes an extensive
ce11cern for the adult

N • (30 tmtrained raters rating 12 children's responses)
8Ntm:,ers in parenthesis indicate the percent of untrained raters using
that explanation within each scale point.

~':.:..

the obligatory or half-hearted nature of the child's response.

The
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·:exception at scale point 4 between the trained rater's observation code
and the mtrained rater's explanations occurred when the tmtrained raters
indicated that the child had responded to the prosocial opporttmity but
had done so without enthusiasm.
At scale point 5, explanations by the 1.llltrained raters were comparable
to the observation code used by the trained raters.

In general, where dif-

ferences were noted between the tmtrained raters' explanations and the
trained raters' observation code, it was fotmd that the tmtrained raters
had again, assigned attributions regarding the child's motivational or dispositional characteristics (e.g., half-hearted, obligated or self-centered,
too shy).

When these attributions were made, however, it was not clear

from the tmtrained raters' explanations what it was about the child's
behavior that had generated these attributions.

CHAPI'ER IV

DISQJSSICN
The results of this study indicated that tmtrained raters show a
high ammmt of agreement among themselves when given minimal guidelines

for rating the prosocial responses of yotmg children.

Further, the

ratings of these untrained raters agree substantially with the ratings of
raters trained in the systematic observation of children's prosocial
responses.

And finally, with a few exceptions, l.llltrained raters appear

to assign the same reasoning for their rating choices as was apparent in
Smith's. (unpublished research) observation code derived from the responses
of a large number of children in standardized prosocial opporttm.ities.
In general, tmtrained raters showed substantial agreement with each
other when rating the prosocial responses of teaching, helping, and sharing.
Agreement was highest for the behavior of sharing, perhaps because of the
relative clarity in children's responses to sharing opportunities, i.e.,
children have a particular item to share a.J?.d except for partial sharing,
they tend to share all or nothing.

This sharing then is easily observable.

lhl.trained raters showed somewhat less agreement among themselves in
their ratings of teaching and helping.

This is perhaps due to the variety

of responses available to a child who is faced with an opporttmity to teach
or help.

For example, children can teach the adult all components of the

teaching skill, or only one or two of the components. They can verbalize
or demonstrate these skills for the adult, or do both.
the child demonstrates only,

In cases where

it is sometimes difficult to determine
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whether the child is merely continuing the teaching activity or is actually
"showing" the adult how to do it. All of these factors combine to make the
teaching responses of children less clear. Helping opporttmi ties are similar

in that they also may have several outcomes.

For instance, when picking

up

the spilled sticks a child may pick up all the sticks, part of the sticks,
show concern for the spilled sticks, or offer a suggestion for helping the
adult.
Raters showed the least amotmt of agreement with each other in rating
comforting responses.

Comforting

respo~es

are many and varied in the

general population, especially among ymmg children, who perhaps have had
more experience being comforted than in comforting others.

Thus, it may be

more difficult for 1.llltrained raters to rate children's comforting responses
when they have not h~d extensive experience with the ways yotmg children
respond to situations in which they are asked to comfort an adult.

In

addition, since the main comforting tapes contained approximately one-half
(20 instead of 42) of children's responses as was contained in the main
tapes for teaching, helping and sharing, there were less opportt..mities for
the lllltrained raters to rate. A restriction in the range of children's
responses (i.e., children's comforting responses contain a high incidence
of scale point 1 and 2 responses) may have also contributed to the somewhat
lower reliability among the 1.llltrained raters.
When the ratings of the untrained raters were compared to those of the
trained raters, agreement was high across all behaviors (teaching, sharing,
helping, and comforting) for all tapes (sample, main, and explanation).
Agreement between the trained and untrained raters was highest for the behavior of sharing, followed by helping, teaching, and comforting.

This sub-

stantial agreement between the ratings of the trained and tmtrained raters
demonstrated that untrained raters, after a short opporttmity to view the
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ranges of responses to prosocial opportunities (i.e., the sample tapes),
can rate children's responses as effectively and in the same manner as do
trained raters.
As with the comparisons among the tmtrained raters, agreement was

highest between the trained and the untrained raters for the behavior of
sharing. Again, this is perhaps due to the concrete quality of children's
responses to sharing opportunities (i.e., the child shares a cup or doesn't,
the child shares all or part of a cookie, eats the cookie him/herself, or
makes a suggestion for how the adult can get what she wants).

Agreement

between the trained and untrained raters, while still substantial, was lowest
for comforting.

It may be more difficult for tmtrained raters, who have had

relatively little experience in the ways in which children comfort, to agree
with the ratings of trained raters experienced in assessing children's comforting responses.

Again, the reduced mnnber of prosocial responses avail-

able to the raters, and the restriction of range (i.e., the high incidence
of .responses at scale points 1 and 2) may have also contributed to the
somewhat lower interrater reliability.
There was some improvement in raters' agreement over the sample, main,
and explanation tapes for teaching and comforting.

It is possible that un-

trained raters , after viewing a larger sampl.e of teaching responses , woulc
improve their ability to detennine when a child was merely continuing the
activity of planting seeds or was actually demonstrating the task for the
adult.

With practice, raters may have become more attl:Illed to the subtle

indications of children's teaching attempts.

For example, they may have

begun to realize that a child who was silently demonstrating the teaching
skill, looked at the adult occasionally to see that the adult had received
the instructions, or that a child made a comment when the teaching was conluded, such as ''That's it".

In rating comforting responses, tmtrained raters
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may have begtlll rating children's responses by comparing them to the
ways in which adults comfort another person. After some experience in
viewing children's comforting responses, it is possible that untrained

raters began to more familiar with the ways in which children comfort
an adult.

Under these conditions an improvement between the ratings of

the trained and tmtrained raters· over the sample, main, and e:A-planation
tapes would be expected.
Quantitative differences between the ratings for the trained and tmtrained raters were seen when the untrained raters used higher scale points
than trained raters in rating children's helping responses.

An analysis of

explanations given by the untrained raters at scale points 3 and 4 indicated
that raters frequently assigned attributions to the children's responses,
thereby increasing their ratings.

For instance, a partial helping response

was rated at scale point 3 by the trained raters, while the tmtrained raters
stated that the child had "good intentions" and rated the partial helping
at scale point 4. An example of a sequence in which the tmtrained raters
cited the child's "good intentions" to help occurred when a child got up
immediately to pick up the spilled sticks, but once on the floor became
preoccupied with looking at the flower stickers and did not complete the
task.

The

effe~t

of these attributions, while slightly increasing the

differences between the ratings of the trained and l.llltrained raters, was not
significant except for the behavior of helping.
A qualitative examination of the explanations generated by the tmtrained
raters revealed that, in general, tmtrained raters used the same rationale
in assigning scale points to children's prosocial responses as did the

trained raters using the observation code.

The explanations for ratings

given by the tmtrained raters for each scale point contained the same
rationale as did the categories in the observation code used by the trained
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raters. However, the tmtrained raters went one step further and assigned
various dispositional and motivational characteristics to the responses
of some of the children.

a ''no

resp~mse"

For example, at scale point 1, in addition to

category, Wltrained raters described some children's

behavior as tmcooperative or self-centered.

Additionally, some children

were described as wanting to respond but being tmable to because they were
too yotmg or too shy.

This type of attributional explanation for children's

prosocial responses was also used at scale points 3 and 4, where tmtrained
raters stated that some children responded half-heartedly or felt obligated
to behave prosocially.

At scale points 2 and 5, no additional attributions

were assigned to the children's responses and the explanations given by the
tmtrained raters were comparable to the rationale contained in the observation code used by the trained raters.
lhe assignment of attributions to some children's responses, then,
appears to be the major difference between the explanations provided by
· the tmtrained raters and the

ob~ervation

code used by the trained raters.

This tendency by the tmtrained raters to assign motivational or dispositional attributions to children's prosocial responses is consistent with
what we know about the way people make sense of the behavior of others in
everyday life.

From a scientific standpoint, however, it is apparent that

these explanations for the behavior of others are not always accurate.

For

this reason, when an observation code is constructed, only the actual
physical or verbal responses are recorded and no speculations as to the
child's motivation or personality characteristics are made, as suggested
by Sackett (1978). However, while the untrained raters assigned attributions to the children's prosocial responses which were not included in
the observation code used by the trained raters, this tendency did not
significantly affect the correlations between the ratings of the trained
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and mtrained raters.

In fact it should be noted that the high degree

of similarity between the mtrained rater's explanations and the observation code used by the trained raters, coupled with the significant
correlations between the ratings of the trained and mtrained raters,
clearly demonstrates that the observation code and rating scale developed
by Smith (tmpublished research) meets the empirical criterion for construct
validity.

That is, the results obtained from one measure of prosocial

behavior (i.e., the explanations and ratings of the tm.trained raters) were
much the same as those obtained for the other measure (i.e. , the observation code and ratings of the trained raters).

Therefore, this observa-

tion code and rating scale can be thought of as having a high degree
of construct validity.

Given these findings it is possible to speculate

that an observation code may allow for additional attributional inferences
without sacrificing reliability or validity.
The explanations provided by the mtrained raters indicated that
tm.trained raters, and perhaps people in general, view children's responses
to op:Portmities to help, teach, share, and comfort in nearly the same way
as do raters trained in the systematic observation of children's prosocial
responses.

If this is so, then it can be inferred from these findings

that the observation code and rating scale described earlier are consistent
with the way people in general view children's responses to opportunities
to help, teach, share, and comfort.· The agreement between the explanations
provided by the l.llltrained raters and the guidelines contained in the observation code indicate that this observation code and rating scale meet
the criterion for content validity, i.e., that a measurement instn..unent
measures what it was designed to measure.
In sumnary, the results of this study suggest that the observation
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code and ratings scale developed by Smith (tmpublished research) is a
reliable and valid instrument for the measurement of prosocial behavior
in young children. When given minimal guidelines tmtrained raters showed
a significant amount of agreement among themselves when rating prosocial
responses of yotmg children.

In addition, and most importantly, the ratings

of tmtrained raters were correlated to a significant degree with judgments
of persons skilled in the use of systematic observational methods.

And

finally, the reasons given by the tmtrained raters for their ratings were
comparable to the rationale contained in the observation code and ratings
scale used by the trained raters.

It would seem, therefore, that this

observation code and rating scale could be used by other researchers
confidently to measure prosocial behavior in yollllg children.
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APPENDIX
OBSERVATION CODE AND RATING SCALE
FOR PROSOCIAL BEHAVIOR

SCORE

CODE

BEHAVIOR

4

H

Helping:

Child assists in a task which is
better or more quickly done by more
than one person, e.g., finding a
lost object (child must get up from
seat and look for object for at
least 5 seconds); locating any
needed object; picking up objects
which have dropped to the floor;
moving objects from one place to
another; clearing objects or ,materials from table.
·
If child looks for lost object
for 5 seconds or more but does not
get out of seat, score 3.
If child looks for lost object for less than. 5 seconds, score
2.
If child helps within one·
second and does everything by
him/hers~lf (e.g., picking up all
sticks alone), score~·

4

s

Sharing:

Child relinquishes an object which
had been in the child's possession
or use, or which was owned by the
child (ow~rnship must be previously
established by telling the child,
"This is yours").
If child shares only leftovers (e.g., playdough scraps not
in shape of cookie), or very small
portions of own materials, score 3.
If child shares all remaining
materials, score 5.
---

(Appendix continued)

SCORE
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CODE BEHAVIOR
...............

4

T

Teaching:

Child instructs another in a skill
or activity. The instruction can
be through physical demonstration
or verbal explanation as long as
the child gives another information
which enables the individual to
continue or complete an activity.
All 3 components of teaching responses must be demonstrated or
explained.
If child teaches only 2 components, score 3. If child teaches
only 1 component, score 2.
If child demonstrates physically and verbalizes all 3 components ~teaching response, score 5.

4

Sym

Sympathy:

Child offers comfort or condolence,
or expresses concern about another's
condition. Verbalizations must include words such as sorry, hurt,
better, alright, okay, etc. Verbalizations scored as sympathy include:
-"It's alright."
-"Sorry, I know you're hurt" or
"I bet it hurts."
-"It's okay" or "That's okay" or
"It will be okay."
-"I think it will stop hurting
now."
-"It will feel better in awhiie"
or "It'll get better."
-"I'm sorry."
-"I wish it didn't hurt."
-'~ave to fet a bandaid for you
so it won t hurt~"
-"Are you alright?"
-"Does it feel better?"
Physical demonstrations of comfort
or sympathy include extending a hand
or arm toward the injured pers.on and
patting, stroking, hugging, kissing
in a positive manner. Physical
demonstrations receive a score of 4.
If a child displays negativeeffect, and/or repeats the verbalization of need or equivalent (e.g.,
"Ouch!") score 2. Hote: affect is

(.Appendix Continued)

SCORE

CODE
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BEHAVIOR
scored only when there is no physical or verbal response.
If child remembers a similar
past incident or event which happended to self or others (e.g., "I
got an owie and it bleeded"; "I
hurted myself once"), score 2.
If child's statement licks
sympathy or condolence or borders
on criticism, or includes an account
of own coping behavior in similar
situations (e.g., "When I touched
it, it didn't hurt me!"; "You didn't
hit it very hard"; "What did you do
that for?"; "That's what you get"),
score as 1.
If Child verbalizes a sympathetic response (e.g., "I'm sorry")
and displays another prosocial response (e.g., helping or sharing)
at level 4, score as 5.
If child verbarizes a sympathetic response and physically
demonstrates a response, e.g.,
kisses the hurt, score as 5.
If the child verbalizes an
extensive sympathetic response
(e.g., "I'm sorry you hurt yourself.
It will get better soon"; ''Want to
put ·something on it? I believe it
does really hurt. It will heal. I
don't think it will be a bruise"),
score as 5.

3

R3

Rem~dy

3:

Any neutral or positive verbal response by the child which poses a
solution to the p~oblem implied by
the verbalization of need. The following are examr.les of Remedy 3:
-(lost pen) 'But we could go outside where you were. Could write
with the brush."
-(no cup) "I'm going to bring one
for vou cause I didn't bring
one. r,
-(no cup) "You could get a different one. Use that glass
one."
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SCORE

CODE BEHAVIOR
...............
-(no cup) "You can plant in a
garden. I planted in a garden
with my dad."
-(no cup) 0 You can have that one
(pointing to model)."
-(no flower sticker) "Take one
off there (off model)."
-(no flower sticker) "Do you want
a stem? Here's stem. Somebody
must have pulled off the
flower."
-(no snack) "Do you have some at
home? Buy some. Are you going
to buy some?"
-(no glitter) "Do you have some
at home? Why don't you use some
at home?"
-(bumped head) "Go out there and
get a cold pack then."
-(bumped head) ''Maybe we have
some bandaids" or "Do you need
a bandaid?"

2

R3

Remedy .2:

Any neutral or positive verbal response by the child which falls
into one of the following categories:
a) Child tells adult to engage in
the behavior herself, e.g.,
-(no cup) "Get one can't you?
Aren't you allowed to get one
yourself?"
·.
-(things need to be moved to the
table) "Alright--do that."
-(spilled sticks) "Pick 'em up."
-(spilled sticks) "Well. you'll
have to pick them up."
-(spilled sticks) "You pick them
up because you spilled them."
-(lost box) "Go look for it" or
"Look on the floor."
b) Child says that someone else
(e.g., the other adult) engage
in the behavior, e.g.,
-(no flower sticker) "She's
gonna go get some."
-(lost !>ox) "Ask the other girl
when she comes back."
-(no snack) "She'll give you
on·e. ''
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SCORE

CODE

BEHAVIOR
-(no snack) "Well, she can go
get some more."
-(spilled cookie cutters) "She'll
do it:."
c) Child "admonishes" adult by offering comments regularly made
by socializing agents in similar
situations, e.g.,
-(spilled sticks) "You shouldn't
have dropped them like that."
-(spilled sticks) "That's cause
you shouldn't have opened it."
-(spilled sticks) "Don't drop
them again."
-(stubbed toe) "You better watch
where you're going."
-(stubbed toe) "What's there?
You didn't see that."
-(don't know how to plant seeds)
"You could if you wanted to."
-(don't know how to water seeds)
"I wanna see if you can."
-(don't know how to water seeds)
"Well, you have to try."
-(bumped head) "You'better be
careful."
-(lost box) "Where'd you put it?
Stand there till r.ou remember."
-(spilled papers) 'You better be
careful."
d) Child makes an observation concerning the constraints within
the situation, e.g .•
-(no cur.> "I know--you missed all
Of it• I
-(no glitter) "Where is it? This
is .for me."
-(no stars) "These are the only
ones."
-(no snack) "There's only three-cause I like animal crackers."
-(no snack) "Only three for me."
-(don't know how to water seeds)
"There's no more cups."
-(don't know how to do a flower
sticker). "She just took the
sticks away."
e) Child offers an explanation for
the adult'a state of need, e.g.,

(.Appendix Continued)

SCORE

CODE

BEHAVIOR
-(no cup) "Where are the cups?
Someone stole them?"
-(lost box) "Where'd you put it?"
-(lost pen) "Maybe it went to

your home.· "
2

VP

Verbal
Postponement:

Child promises to behave prosocially
at a later time, but does not follow
through.
-"I'll do it for you later."
-"Just a minute."
-"I'll find it after I'm done."
-"I'll show you when I get
through."

1

Al

Association:

Child talks about content of need
verbalization without apparent
recognition of the need.
-(don't have any cookies) "One
time when my mom and I went to
the movie we bought this kind
of cookies."
-(don't know how to cut a cookie)
"I'm gonna make a ball."
-(don't know how to plant seeds)
"I have two cups of dirt now:"

1

ACK Acknow-

1

D

tedgnent

Diversion:

Child verbally demonstrates awareness of another's need, e.g., by
repeating or paraphrasing need verbalization.
-(no cookies) "There's none for
you."
-(no cookies) "You got no
cookie."
-(no t>laydough) "You don't have
any."
-"Oh."
-"Uh-huh."
-"It did?"
-"I do."
-"Uh, oh."
-(no seeds) "There's no seeds in
there either."
A verbal response by the child
about an unrelated topic.
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SCORE

CODE

BEHAVIOR

1

NR

No
Response:

Child displays no physical or verbal response to verbalization of
need.

Additional Scoring Rules
(General)
1.

Subject's responses which are delayed (occur after 7
seconds following need verbalization, model, or prompt)
receive a score of 1 point less.

2.

Subjects who respond prosocially but verbalize reluctance and/or reasons whys/he shouldn't (e.g., "Now I
won't have very muc~"). score as 1 point less.

3.

Subjects who report the inequity either before (e.g.,
"What about the other girl?") or after the need verbalization (e.g., "She doesn't have any playdough"; "She
couldn't find her special box"), or who display a continued recognition of the need (e.g., "She bumped her
head"; "Do tou _know where the special box is?") receive
a score of
point more.

4.

SubJects who respond prosocially before the need is

verbalized receive a score of 1 point more.

